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ABSTRACT 

In Community-Based Question Answering (CQA) platforms, people 
can participate in discussions about non-factoid topics by mark-

ing their stances, providing premises, or arguing for the opinions 
they support, which forms łcollective arguments”. The sustainable 
development of collective arguments relies on a big contributor 
base, yet most of the frequent CQA users are lurkers who seldom 
speak out. With a formative study, we identifed detailed obstacles 
preventing lurkers from contributing to collective arguments. We 
consequently designed a processing pipeline for extracting and 
summarizing augmentative elements from question threads. Based 
on this we built CoArgue, a tool with navigation and chatbot fea-
tures to support CQA lurkers’ motivation and ability in making 
contributions. Through a within-subject study (N=24), we found 
that, compared to a Quora-like baseline, participants perceived 
CoArgue as signifcantly more useful in enhancing their motivation 
and ability to join collective arguments and found the experience 
to be more engaging and productive. 

CCS CONCEPTS 

• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and 
tools; Empirical studies in HCI; • Computing methodologies 
→ Natural language processing. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Mainstream Community-Based Question Answering (CQA) plat-
forms such as Quora1 and Yahoo! Answers2, powered by collec-
tive intelligence, have attracted millions of users to digest and 
share knowledge daily [112ś114]. On such platforms, people par-
ticipate in online discussions by answering questions posted in the 
CQA community and forming question threads on diferent topics 
[27, 47, 66, 113]. Particularly within the non-factoid [31, 87] (a.k.a., 
conversational [38, 113] or dynamic [68]) type question threads, it 
is a common practice for CQA users to declare their stances and 
provide premises to argue for the opinions they support around 
the concerning subjects [5, 59, 126, 137]. Aggregations of such 
argument-related elements from online discussions centering on 
specifc topics can be viewed as “collective arguments” co-created 
by members of CQA communities [119]. 

Estimated question threads involving collective arguments ac-
count for over half of the User-Generated Content (UGC) con-
tributed by CQA users [68]. Diferent from the other types of ques-
tion threads focusing purely on information or resource seeking 
[68], argumentation-oriented question threads ofer people an op-
portunity to exchange their views and learn from the crowd towards 
those inconclusive topics without fxed or best answers [31, 87, 113]. 
For example, the set of argumentative answer posts in a question 
thread discussing whether one should invest in bitcoins3 forms a 
repository of collective arguments concerning this emerging form 
of investment. While each argumentation tends to have a single 
standpoint [1, 124, 134], the whole repository provides a relatively 
comprehensive view of diverse and even opposing stances: some 
contributors support bitcoin investment for the convenience of 
cross-border transactions, while others challenge it as risky. Such 
collective arguments may help break the echo chamber and foster 
critical thinking [37] of both discussion participators and other 
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readers by supporting minority voices underrepresented in existing 
answer posts [137]. Moreover, these question threads also provide 
social incentives to future contributors to enrich and expand the 
exchange of opinions [33, 38]. 

Collective arguments developed by community intelligence on 
CQA platforms [113] typically feature the interconnection between 
the arguments. As one may observe in the bitcoin example, some 
contributors do not specify their stances and only provide premises 
to support several existing claims in others’ answers that belong 
to diferent viewpoints [113, 127]. On the one hand, the partici-
pation barrier for CQA members is lowered as they only need to 
identify and fll the gaps of the existing collective arguments they 
are interested in instead of creating independent and standalone 
arguments. In this process, they can also sharpen their argumenta-

tive writing skills [59] and potentially meet their self-fulfllment if 
their writings receive acknowledgment (i.e., upvotes) from others 
[33, 91, 101]. On the other hand, the content generated by individual 
users can be limited [71, 120, 139], CQA platforms need to main-

tain a relatively large contributor base to ensure the sustainable 
development of such collective arguments [7, 87, 111]. However, 
most CQA users are lurkers who frequently visit CQA sites but 
rarely publish any content [60, 71, 112ś114]. Based on the behavior 
change theories [39, 116], CQA platforms would need to sufciently 
boost the motivation and ability of lurkers to turn them into active 
contributors. Still, the existing methods employed by them are not 
that efective. To be more specifc, currently, the most direct way 
to motivate a user to answer a question post is by invitation from 
other CQA members, which works mainly for active users with 
more robust social connections in the community; lurkers, however, 
seldom receive such invitations with their limited exposure to the 
community [109, 113, 136]. There is even less support by CQA plat-
forms concerning users’ ability to digest and add new, meaningful 
information to the collective arguments (e.g., claims or premises, 
dependent or independent from existing contents) [59, 79]. 

Previous Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) works proposed 
many solutions to incentivize lurkers of online communities and to 
enhance argumentative writing ability, respectively. Prior research 
persuading online community members to participate mainly tar-
geted closely connected or task-specifc communities. For instance, 
Li et al. suggested that collective socialization as part of the onboard-
ing practices could motivate newcomers and lurkers to contribute 
more to the closely connected online communities such as project 
collaborations [62]. As for task-specifc communities, Kaur et al. 
encouraged information exchange between patients and caregivers 
of online health communities by enhancing sense-of-community 
with spiritual support such as calm and comfort [46]. While in-
formative, these fndings may not directly apply to mainstream 
CQA communities that are generally loosely connected and involve 
a broad scope of discussions [43, 113]. Regarding technological 
support for argumentation, existing tools focus on aiding users in 
producing standalone writings. For example, Wambsganss et al. de-
signed a chatbot tutor that could provide feedback to assist students 
in developing better arguments [124]. Xia et al. implemented an 
interactive visual system that could improve the persuasive skills 
of the users [134]. Nevertheless, these tools may not be as efec-
tive for facilitating the construction of collective arguments. Many 
took an example-based approach, showing similar arguments by 

others as inspirations [5, 113, 119]. Lurkers, however, are likely 
to be discouraged by such high-quality examples, considering the 
bar for contribution is too high for them, and there leaves little 
room for them to participate [56, 118]. In brief, given that collec-
tive arguments account for more than half of the CQA contents 
[68, 113], there is a call for CQA platforms to efectively engage lurk-
ers in contributing to collective arguments via adequate motivation 
and ability support. Otherwise, the thriving of CQA communities 
could not be guaranteed and might even shrink without sufcient 
contributors [7, 87, 111, 113]. 

To fll this gap, we conducted a Formative Study (N=11) to under-
stand what specifc obstacles lurkers of CQA platforms face when 
contributing to the collective arguments. The fndings revealed that 
the lurkers faced obstacles associated with confdence and willing-
ness from the motivation side. In contrast, from the ability side, 
they found it challenging to digest existing collective arguments 
and write good answer posts. Based on the derived Design Goals, 
we designed and implemented CoArgue 4, an interactive system 
aiming to reduce the obstacles lurkers faced when contributing 
to collective arguments of CQA platforms. Founded on a Natural 
language processing (NLP) pipeline that could extract and organize 
argumentative information, CoArgue fostered lurkers’ contribu-
tions to collective arguments by 1) highlighting claims and premises 
in answer posts, 2) navigating users through the claims visually, 3) 
guiding users to develop their answer posts with a chatbot, and 4) 
encouraging users with additional feedback. 

Finally, we conducted a within-subject study to evaluate CoAr-
gue’s efcacy in providing motivation and ability support, support-
ing engaging interaction experience, boosting output quality, and 
maintaining system usability with a Quora-like interface as the 
Baseline. We recruited 24 CQA lurkers to join two separate and 
counterbalanced answer-post writing sessions on collective argu-
ments with topics in which they had at least moderate interest and 
knowledge. Results suggested that participants perceived CoArgue 
as signifcantly more helpful in enhancing their motivation and 
ability to join collective arguments. They also found the interaction 
experience to be more engaging and composed answer posts with 
more argumentative elements, i.e., claims and premises. Moreover, 
according to the participants, although the usability was reduced 
with additional interaction designs, they were more willing to use 
CoArgue again compared to the Baseline. We further summarized 
critical design implications for future tools like CoArgue. 

The key contributions of this work are threefold: 1) CoArgue, an 
interactive visualization system that fostered lurkers’ contributions 
to CQA collective arguments, 2) A within-subject study demon-

strated the usefulness and efectiveness of CoArgue compared to 
a Quora-like Baseline system, and 3) Design considerations that 
could guide future designs on how to encourage and support CQA 
lurkers to join collective arguments. 

2 RELATED WORK 

In this section, we surveyed literature on the connection between 
lurkers and online communities, visualization and NLP methods to 
process arguments, and existing techniques to support CQA users. 

4Open-sourced at https://github.com/Zascc/CoArgue-CHI2023 
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2.1 The Connection Between Lurkers and 
Online Communities 

In the Introduction, we listed a few practices on de-lurking for CQA 
and online communities [46, 59, 62, 79, 109, 113, 136], and in this 
section, we further surveyed previous works to understand the 
lurking behaviors in online communities. Chen et al. found that in 
an online collective learning community, lurkers who wrote few 
individual posts could make a comparable number of contributions 
to others in group assignments, which implied that lurkers could 
be motivated by the community members they connected to [13]. 
Lampe et al. identifed that the sense of belonging, which can make 
users feel confdent and comfortable in online communities [97], 
is one of the key elements for lurkers to start making continuous 
contributions to online user-driven encyclopedias [58]. Kim et al. 
revealed that mobilizing lurkers, even only with a chatbot, could in-
crease their participation in an institution’s online community [51]. 
Moreover, existing research also regarded lurking as a necessary 
process for users to get familiar with the communities to develop 
sufcient confdence to contribute [81, 85]. 

In summary, the connection between communities and partici-
pants is decisive in the level of user participation. Participants in 
loosely connected communities like CQA perceive less presence 
of other members and therefore tend to behave more like lurkers 
[43, 113]. In this work, we aimed to start by strengthening the 
connection between CQA lurkers and the collective arguments, 
designing a tool to facilitate answer post composing. 

2.2 Visualization and NLP Techniques to 
Process Arguments 

Arguments generally consist of claims & premises, and the relation-
ships between these components are complex [125, 134]. Therefore, 
researchers designed visualization tools with diverse structures and 
layouts to adapt to particular argument styles [49, 50]. Khartabil 
et al. summarized existing argument visualization tools into four 
layout categories [50] and later proposed a combined visualization 
method, including tree visualizations, content display, and interac-
tive navigation [49]. Wambsganss et al. designed a learning support 
system to improve students’ argumentation skills by labeling the ar-
gumentative components & relations and providing the evaluation 
scores [125]. Xia et al. built the Persua system to visualize the rela-
tionship between claims and diferent types of premises to enhance 
the persuasiveness of arguments [134]. However, most works fo-
cused on per-argument visualization, not considering connections 
between posts which are essential for forums-based communities 
like CQA platforms [64]. To fll the gap, we designed CoArgue 
that not only presented arguments in a systematic claim-premise 
structure, but also organized their argumentative components in a 
holistic manner. 

Apart from the visualization methods, processing arguments 
with NLP techniques have been developing rapidly in recent years. 
Goudas et al. proposed a two-step method based on SVM [16] and 
CRF [55] to extract arguments from social media [35]. Akiki et al. 
implemented an argument extraction pipeline with BERT [20] and 
GPT-2 [96], achieving the best retrieval performance in Touché 
shared task [6]. Other models, such as BART [61] and PEGASUS 

[138], provided state-of-the-art performances in text summariza-

tion tasks similar to argument extraction. Besides, Dumani et al. 
proposed a framework for argument retrieval systems that could 
facilitate argument understanding. [23]. Following their paths, we 
constructed a pipeline that could frstly identify arguments with 
related claims and premises, then cluster similar ones, and fnally 
respond to users’ query with related argumentative components. 

2.3 Technologies to Support CQA Users 

Developing tools to support users of CQA platforms has always 
been a hot research topic. One mainstream is to provide text summa-

rization and visualization of the topic and central idea on a single 
post [18], of the entire thread [128], or by each author [41, 89]. 
Such summarization and visualization tools are benefcial for in-
formation digestion but cannot motivate lurkers to participate in 
discussion and contribute to the collective arguments. From another 
perspective, Hoque et al. developed CQAVis to visualize informa-

tion usefulness, relevance, and richness in an entire CQA thread 
[42]. Although the visualizations could manifest current coverage 
of collective arguments, thus potentially encourage users to write, it 
only ranked and fltered answer posts according to generic metrics 
like similarity and usefulness [42], without supporting users to dis-
sect the detailed content in each post. Taking inspiration from the 
aforementioned works, we designed CoArgue with two purposes: 
1) motivating and engaging users with interactive features and 2) 
assisting users in digesting CQA collective arguments efectively 
via proper text summarization and visualization. 

3 FORMATIVE STUDY 

To more comprehensively understand the causes of the lurking 
behaviors on CQA platforms, we conducted semi-structured inter-
views with 11 CQA lurkers. The study revealed nine obstacles that 
hindered them from contributing to collective arguments, which 
further guided the design of CoArgue, a computer-aided system 
that supports lurkers to overcome these obstacles. 

3.1 Participants and Procedure 

With the approval of the institution’s IRB, we recruited 11 par-
ticipants for the formative study (four female, six male, 1 prefer 
not to say; age range 20-29; indexed PF1 to PF11) through online 
advertising, social media, and word-of-mouth at a local univer-
sity. All participants are self-reported lurkers of mainstream CQA 
platforms. Although they frequently visit the platforms (two par-
ticipants browse CQA posts every day, six 4-6 days a week, and 
three at least once a week) and often experience impulse to join 
CQA discussions, they make few contributions (all composing no 
more than three answers posts over the past year). We conducted a 
semi-structured interview with each of the participants to under-
stand their lurking behaviors in CQA communities and why they 
seldom contributed to the collective arguments. More specifcally, 
we asked what topics of the collective arguments (related question-
answer threads) usually attracted their interest, why they were 
łso silent” towards those topics, what were the major factors pre-
venting them from writing responses, and what kinds of technical 
support could make them more active contributors to those collec-
tive arguments. In addition, we also learned about their experience 
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Table 1: Obstacles reported by lurkers when contributing to collective arguments. 

Category Sub-category Obstacles 

Motivation 

O5. Encounter difculty on digesting unstructured arguments 
Digesting 

O6. Feel overwhelmed by too many arguments 
Ability O7. Suppose the angle to contribute is hard to locate 

Writing O8. Find it challenging to organize the scattered insights 
O9. Need to maintain the engagement during the writing 

O1. Consider the contribution from oneself is trivial 
Confdence 

O2. Assume the writing has to be comprehensive 
O3. Neglect the importance of their contributions 

Willingness 
O4. Worry that contributing would be time-consuming 

with collective arguments: the structure of collective arguments in 
their understanding, current strategies to digest them, and poten-
tial approaches to join them. The interview typically lasted around 
30-40 minutes, and each of the participants received a $10 gift card. 

Following the procedures of literature [3, 52, 67, 94], the in-
terviews were audio-recorded and transcribed to text, and two 
researchers independently conducted open coding over eight tran-
scripts to get the initial codes. Then the whole research team derived 
the categories/subcategories and constructed a codebook accord-
ingly over group discussions. Next, the team reread the eight tran-
scripts and applied the codebook. Finally, the team conducted three 
more interviews and used the codebook to code their transcripts. 
As no new codes emerged (i.e., reaching saturation [106]), they 
stopped to carry out more interviews. 

3.2 Findings 

In general, the participants mentioned a wide range of topics on 
which they were interested in the communities’ opinions, including 
abortion rights, autopilot cars, and bitcoin investment, to name a 
few. Then, through the inductive thematic analysis [8], we identifed 
nine obstacles that prevent the participants from contributing to 
the collective arguments on these topics, as noted by more than 
half of them. We further categorized these obstacles into motivation 
and ability [39, 116], as detailed in Table 1. 

3.2.1 Motivation. Most participants (9/11) refected on the obsta-
cles to their motivation to become a contributor to CQA collective 
arguments. We further divided the points into confdence- and 
willingness-related issues. Many participants seemed to lack conf-
dence in the value they could generate, as they felt that the existing 
answers were perfect enough (O1, seven people) or believed that 
their argumentative answer posts had to be comprehensive enough 
to be useful (O2, eight people). Specifcally, PF10 addressed that 
“high voted posts are somewhat intimidating”, thus discouraging him 
from posting as he believed that he could not write anything com-

parable to those top answers. For PF5, she even feared that her 
posts might bring “negative efects to the discussion [the development 
of the collective arguments]” as her personal experience to share 
might be biased and misleading. 

A related obstacle was also located on the willingness side: par-
ticipants generally neglected the importance of their contributions 
to the collective arguments (O3, six people), probably due to the 
loosely coupled nature of the CQA communities [113]. “Unlike those 

team works where I can immediately feel the importance of my role, 
feedbacks after making contributions to CQA are very limited . . . I 
need to wait for a long time to get some upvotes.” PF3 said. He also 
made similar speculations as the previous existing research [113], 
sharing the feeling that “the [perceived] social distance between the 
answerers of the existing posts and me is simply too far away!”. Par-
ticipants also worried that coming up with a good answer would be 
time-consuming (O4, eight people). PF1 commented that he usually 
read the feeds on the CQA platforms for entertainment and thus 
was reluctant to spare more time to make contributions. 

3.2.2 Ability. All participants encountered barriers to their ability 
to add building blocks in the collective arguments on CQA plat-
forms, which could be further divided into digestion- and writing-
related ones. Many participants usually found it challenging to 
process the unstructured arguments made by others (O5, seven 
people), while others were overwhelmed by the quantity of them 
(O6, seven people). Especially three participants (PF4, PF6, PF7) said 
these issues discouraged them from digesting the elements of the 
arguments comprehensively; instead, they only searched for the 
keywords of interest without thoroughly exploring more, which 
further hindered them from posting their answers. 

As for the writing process, the participants considered it hard 
to fnd a proper angle to join the collective arguments (O7, nine 
people) and organize their scattered thoughts into text (O8, six 
people). For example, PF2 said that he would feel good if he could 
enrich repositories of existing answers, but in most cases, he did not 
know “what novel stufs to contribute”. PF8 reported that she usually 
got some random thoughts when reading the existing answers, 
and it would be good to “have somewhere to drop them down and 
eventually transform the points to outline for writing”. Apart from the 
obstacles to content composition, seven participants also reported 
the need to maintain engagement during the writing process (O9). 

3.3 Design Goals 

Based on the Formative Study fndings and existing research, we 
derived the following design goals (DGs) for a computer-aided 
system to efectively support lurkers to contribute to the collective 
arguments on CQA platforms. 

DG1 Encourage users to participate in collective arguments 
and communicate the envisioned value of their contri-
butions. Lurkers of online communities typically underesti-
mate the value of their participation [118]. In addition to this, 
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the participants in our formative study generally pictured 
a high bar for an argumentative answer post to be accept-
able (O1, O2). “I felt it is my responsibility to write something 
that is 100% benefcial to others without any potential side 
efects”, said PF11. Consequently, following the practices of 
existing work empowered by the sense-of-community the-
ory [46, 76, 100], it would be helpful to imply to lurkers that 
developing collective arguments is a community-wide efort, 
and there is no need for a single individual to do it all. In 
conclusion, informing lurkers of the potential value of their 
intended contribution angle, extensive or not, could be useful 
for strengthening their willingness and writing capabilities 
to make the post (O3, O7). 

DG2 Use technology to support an engaging and efcient 
interaction experience with the collective arguments. 
Human engagement is one of the key elements to design 
computer-aided systems aiming to help users generate better 
quality output [22, 44, 69, 83]. Participants in our formative 
study also desired an engaging while efcient contribution 
process to reduce their perceived workload when joining 
the collective arguments (O4, O9). PF5 added that, “if the 
composing [process] feels like entertainment, I would defnitely 
output more”. 

DG3 Present a holistic view of the collective arguments and 
facilitate the digestion process. Collective arguments are 
repositories of argumentative elements from user-generated 
contents on the CQA platforms, typically unstructured and 
large in volume [88]. Existing study [105] suggested that the 
challenge of digesting such information could be alleviated 
if the data source could be efciently navigated by users (O5, 
O6). Moreover, considering that a summative representation 
of compounded contents can ease people’s understanding 
process [25], users could be more focused on their contribu-
tions with reduced cognitive load (O9). 

DG4 Help locate what to contribute based on the existing 
contents of collective arguments. As mentioned by par-
ticipants, pinpointing what to contribute and framing the 
answers are non-trivial obstacles for them to join collective 
arguments (O7, O8). Particularly, PF4 expressed interests in 
supporting minority voices she agreed with but had trouble 
fnding what had been explored among the large pool of 
mainstream comments. 

4 COARGUE SYSTEM 

According to the Formative Study participants, a single argumenta-

tive answer post of collective arguments typically has one overall 
stance associated with several specifc claims, but they may not 
be supported by premises. Therefore, within a repository of collec-
tive arguments, CQA users would face an overwhelming amount 
of diverse yet similar claims supported by an arbitrary number of 
premises. In light of the related literature (section 2.2), we developed 
the taxonomies below to facilitate the design of CoArgue: 

• Stance: people’s sentiment on a particular topic (e.g., posi-
tive, neutral, and negative) [2]. 

• Claim: the proposition to convey one’s attitude or stance 
on a particular topic [40]. 
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Figure 1: The NLP pipeline of CoArgue. 

Table 2: The information load of the selected collective argu-
ments for evaluation. 

Topic # Claims # Claim Centers # Premises 

Bitcoin Investment 75 14 147 
Self-driving Car 82 12 147 

• Claim Center: the cluster of claims from collective argu-
ments (section 4.1.2). 

• Premise: the evidence or justifcation to support the corre-
sponding claims [40]. 

4.1 Collective Arguments Processing 

As suggested by Formative Study participants, we selected and 
crawled two repositories of collective arguments from Quora, one 
of the mainstream CQA platforms [42, 114], as a starting point to 
construct CoArgue: 

• Bitcoin Investment: łShould I invest in Bitcoin?5” 
• Self-driving Car: łWould you get into a self-driving car?6” 

To control the variables for fair evaluation (section 5.1), two 
repositories had balanced information load (Table 2); both were 
related to high-tech industries widely discussed recently [32, 48]. 
Figure 1 demonstrates an overview of the NLP pipeline. 

4.1.1 Claim and Premise Labeling. Claims and premises are consid-
ered two essential components in an argumentative text [40, 115]. 
To automatically extract the claims and premises from the collective 
arguments, we trained a BART [61] model based on the Change My 
View dataset7 with corresponding human labels [40]. The dataset 
contains rich CQA type of online discussion data and reliable hu-
man labels [40] and has been used for the HCI research related to 
argumentative writings [12, 134]. 

We performed a 7:3 split for training and testing (417/180 Red-
dit posts and replies) on the dataset and adopted the pre-trained 
sshleifer/distilbart-cnn-12-6 model [131]. As shown in Table 3, the 
model achieved a high ROUGE-L similarity score [63] of 70.16% 
and 75.68%, respectively, on the test set compared with the ground 

5https://www.quora.com/Should-I-invest-in-Bitcoin 
6https://www.quora.com/Would-you-get-into-a-self-driving-car 
7https://www.reddit.com/r/changemyview/ 
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Table 3: Performance (in %) of claim and premise labeling 
algorithm on Change My View dataset. 

Target ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-L-sum 

Claim 71.44 67.81 70.16 70.73 
Premise 76.94 72.88 75.68 76.57 

truth. Then we deployed the trained model to label the claims and 
premises of the crawled collective arguments. 

4.1.2 Claim and Premise Processing. To support the functionalities 
of DG3 and DG4, we further processed the extracted claims and 
premises, as detailed in the below paragraphs and Figure 1. 

Stance Analysis. We analyzed the author’s stance on each claim 
in terms of positive, neutral, or negative. We fed each claim into 
the well-acknowledged sentiment analysis model cardifnlp/twitter-
xlm -roberta-base-sentiment [4, 131] trained by HuggingFace8, and 
acquired the sentiment label. Claims with the same stance were 
grouped for further clustering. 

Claim Clustering. For each stance group, we clustered the 
claims for more structured digestion. We frst implemented a pre-
trained model of sentence BERT, namely all-MiniLM-L6-v2 [98] to 
encode claims into high-dimensional vectors. Then, we performed 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [92] on these vectors to re-
duce dimension. Compared to other dimension reduction tech-
niques (e.g., MDS [92] and TSNE [95]), PCA maintains the density 
of original vectors [75] and is efcient enough to be deployed in 
a real-time system [74]. Finally, applying the Afnity Propagation 
algorithm [30] we clustered the claims with the centroid of each 
cluster (i.e., the core claim) as the claim center. 

Premise Keyword Extraction. After processing the claims, we 
extracted keywords from premises to assist users’ argument writing 
in the writing phase (sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 below). We collected 
all the associated premises that supported claims within each claim 
center. The support relation (Figure 1) was determined by the prox-
imity of the premise to the claim in a logical order [124, 134]. Then 
we concatenated these premises into one paragraph for each claim 
center and consequently fed them into the pre-trained keyBERT 
model [36] (with [98] providing sentence embedding) to generate 
keywords. 

4.2 User Interface 

Based on the designed NLP pipeline (section 4.1) to process collec-
tive arguments, we built the user interface of CoArgue to fulfll the 
proposed Design Goals. 

4.2.1 Answer View. The overall structure of the Answer View was 
similar to the Quora interface, including each user’s name, pub-
lish date, number of upvotes as meta-information, and the func-
tionality to collapse or expand the answer post. In each answer 
post, we highlighted the claims and premises (Figure 2, ○1 ). Claims 
were highlighted according to their stances (section 4.1.2), while all 
premises were in the same color. In this way, users could quickly 

8https://huggingface.co/ 

catch the authors’ stances, specifc claims, and relevant premises 
(DG3). 

4.2.2 Navigation View. To help users grasp a holistic understanding 
of the collective arguments, the Navigation View (Figure 2, ○3 ) listed 
the claim centers in each stance group (section 4.1.2) and illustrated 
the overall stance distribution (DG3, DG4). Each claim center was 
encoded with its popularity defned as the number of claims it 
contained to total (DG4). Upon clicking, users could explore all the 
associated claims (DG3), and they might further click the claim and 
jump to the original answer post in the Answer View (Figure 2, ○4 ). 

4.2.3 Chatbot View. Apart from the previous two Views, we im-

plemented a Chatbot View (Figure 2, ○5 ) as an alternative way to 
interact with the collective arguments because they can improve 
the user’s confdence [11, 78], provide an engaging interaction ex-
perience [51, 93, 102], and facilitate content creation [108, 130] 
(DG1, DG2, and DG4). We developed the chatbot using the RASA9 

framework and further equipped it with self-mockery languages to 
engage users and improve their confdence [11, 65]. 

The main interaction logic of the chatbot is shown in Figure 3. 
At the very beginning, the chatbot would greet the user and invite 
them to compose the answer post together. It would start by asking 
users about their stance in mind and provide encouragement if the 
user currently got no idea. Then the chatbot would guide users 
to walk through the claim centers from the less popular ones to 
help them either formulate their own claims or choose from the 
existing ones. After pinpointing one specifc claim, users could opt 
to discuss with or get hints from the chatbot (powered by keywords 
extracted, section 4.1.2) before heading to the fnal writing stage. 

At any time of the interaction, users could check the notes gen-
erated from the interaction history by the chatbot. They could 
also click the premise in the Answer View, and the chatbot would 
provide the claim center it supported as well as other premises 
supporting this claim center (Figure 2, ○2 and ○6 ). 

4.2.4 Writing Interface and Contribution View. Similar to Quora, 
users could start writing anytime in a dedicated interface. Yet, CoAr-
gue would automatically pre-fll the draft with the stance, claim, 
and keywords that the user had discussed with the chatbot (Figure 
4, ○1 ) such that they could start writing easier (DG2, DG4). 

After users submitted their arguments, the Contribution View 
(Figure 4, ○2 ) would be shown to inform users of their contributions 
to collective arguments (DG1, DG2). Supported by our NLP pipeline 
(Figure 1), the statistics would include the position of the user’s 
writing in length and their contributions to the stance group in 
terms of the added claims. Eventually, after users confrmed the 
submission, they could see their post in the Answer View with 
highlighted claims and premises. The stacked bar plot in Navigation 
View would also update to indicted their contributions to a specifc 
stance group (Figure 2, ○3 ). 

5 EVALUATION 

For future work to reproduce our Results, we presented the de-
tailed setup of our experiment, including the study procedures, 

9https://rasa.com/ 
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Figure 2: The interface of CoArgue. 
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Table 4: Demographics of all the participants, including par-
ticipants’ ID, gender, age, their preferred view during the 
interaction with CoArgue and whether they had qualifed 
writing output (N.Q. = Non Qualifed). 

Writing Output 
ID Gender Age Preferred View 

Baseline CoArgue 

P1 Female 21 Navigation ✓ ✓ 
P2 Male 23 Chatbot ✓ ✓ 
P3 Male 21 Navigation N.Q. N.Q. 
P4 Female 22 Navigation ✓ ✓ 
P5 Male 26 Navigation ✓ ✓ 
P6 Male 29 Chatbot ✓ ✓ 
P7 Male 23 Navigation N.Q. ✓ 
P8 Female 25 Navigation ✓ ✓ 
P9 Male 26 Navigation ✓ N.Q. 
P10 Female 22 Chatbot N.Q. ✓ 
P11 Female 22 Balanced ✓ ✓ 
P12 Female 25 Chatbot N.Q. N.Q. 
P13 Male 24 Navigation ✓ ✓ 
P14 Male 24 Navigation N.Q. N.Q. 
P15 Male 22 Navigation ✓ N.Q. 
P16 Male 23 Answer ✓ ✓ 
P17 Male 22 Chatbot ✓ ✓ 
P18 Female 24 Balanced N.Q. ✓ 
P19 Female 22 Chatbot ✓ ✓ 
P20 Male 22 Navigation ✓ ✓ 
P21 Male 24 Answer N.Q. ✓ 
P22 Female 28 Navigation ✓ ✓ 
P23 Female 22 Navigation N.Q. N.Q. 
P24 Male 20 Chatbot N.Q. N.Q. 

the Baseline system design, and the survey instruments. We con-
ducted a within-subject study to eliminate the potential infuence 
of the participants’ personal particulars, e.g., argumentative writing 
capabilities [124]. 

5.1 Study Procedures 

With the approval of our institution’s IRB, we recruited 24 CQA 
lurkers (ten female, fourteen male; age range 20-29; CQA usage 
frequency seven daily, twelve 4-6 days a week, fve at least once 
a week; all composing no more than fve posts over the past year 
on CQA platforms; summarized in Table 4) via online advertis-
ing, social media, and word-of-mouth at local universities. The 
inclusion criteria were that participants are interested in the given 
topics and have moderate knowledge of them. The participants 
were asked to interact with two sets of collective arguments with 
roughly equal information load (Table 2), fll out questionnaires 
about the interaction experience, and fnally elaborate on their 
questionnaire responses in a short exit interview. The interaction 
with each system lasted around 10-40 minutes, and other parts of 
the study (i.e., initial briefng and fnal interview) lasted around 30 
minutes. Each participant received a $20 gift card for completing 
the study. 

To reduce the Hawthorne efect (a.k.a., observer or experimenter 
efect) [10, 73, 121], we inquired about participants’ interest and 
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Figure 5: The Quora-like CQA Baseline System. 

knowledge of other topics (e.g., gun controls) together with those 
to experiment in the pre-screening questionnaire. After briefng the 
context, the task, and features of the Baseline system or CoArgue 
with a non-experiment topic, the participants were asked to inter-
act with the designated system freely without the presence of the 
researchers. They received links to our systems at a random non-
working time; they could start the experiment sessions anytime 
online and complete them without time limits. We also ensured 
that they did not receive the link to the second session until at 
least one day after fnishing the frst session. We selected two rela-
tively popular experimental topics to avoid introducing knowledge 
prerequisite as the confounding factor. Four combinations were 
formed to counterbalance the experiment using Latin Square: 

• Self-driving Car (Baseline) - Bitcoin Investment (CoArgue) 
• Bitcoin Investment (Baseline) - Self-driving Car (CoArgue) 
• Bitcoin Investment (CoArgue) - Self-driving Car (Baseline) 
• Self-driving Car (CoArgue) - Bitcoin Investment (Baseline) 

Upon completing the study, we examined the novel argumen-

tative output generated by participants. Specifcally, we extracted 
claims and premises (section 4.1.1) from the participants’ writing 
and then compared them with those from the existing answer posts 
using the Jaccard index [80]. All but one claim from one participant 
(a paraphrase of an existing claim with a similarity score of .846) 
were identifed as the novel. Among the novel argumentative ele-
ments identifed from user output, the maximum similarity score 
was .364 for claims and .294 for premises. After the similarity check, 
we marked participants’ writing output with no argumentative 
elements (i.e., Not Qualifed) for further analysis (Table 4). 

5.2 The Quora-like CQA Baseline System 

We built a Baseline system that replicated Quora in functionality but 
resembled CoArgue in UI components and styles so as to reduce the 
possible infuence of other variables [44]. The Quora-like baseline 
system (Figure 5) excluded all the functionalities of the Answer 
View, leaving all answers ranking by upvotes. The Navigation and 
Chatbot Views were replaced by the original related question list 
of the corresponding Quora question-answer threads. Users could 
browse answers and the associated metadata (e.g., upvotes, author 
profles) or navigate to other related questions. 
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5.3 Hypotheses and Measurements 

Following the evaluation pipeline of interactive systems [129, 134], 
we assessed the systems in three aspects: system usefulness, visual 
design & interactions, and system usability. We surveyed the re-
lated works to construct the questionnaire for the evaluation and 
correspondingly derive the hypotheses. 

System usefulness. Referring to the evaluation methods of the 
behavior change supporting systems [84], we asked about the per-
ceived support in motivation [19] and ability [29] respectively as 
part of the user experience (H1a-b). Moreover, as revealed in the 
Formative Study and previous works on computer-aided systems 
[44, 93], engagement is one of the key constructs of the user ex-
perience (H1c). We thus measured engagement based on Brien’s 
theoretical model [82], which addressed the positive experience 
defned by the fow theory [17]. For the outcome analysis, we in-
quired the participants on their confdence [15] and self-perceived 
quality [124] of their writings (H2a-b). Apart from the subjective 
evaluation, we also objectively examined answer posts created by 
them from both systems (H2c-g). Specifcally, we measured the 
readability [28], length, number of claims, number of premises, and 
their sum identifed by our pipeline (section 4.1.1). 

Visual Designs & Interactions. We frstly measured both sys-
tems’ intuitiveness [133, 134], which means if the system is intuitive 
to use (H3a-b). Following practice of [134], in the fnal interview, we 
asked the participants to rate the usefulness of diferent Views of 
our system on the ability support, motivation support, and engage-
ment to further understand how to support lurkers in contributing 
to collective arguments with visual designs & interactions. 

System Usability. The trade-of between functionality and us-
ability is a common issue for computer-supported systems [34, 44]. 
In our evaluation, we measured it with reference to [133, 134], a 
shorter version of the standard System Usability Scale (SUS) ques-
tionnaire [9] (H4a-c). 

To conclude with, we derived the following hypotheses: 

H1 Compared to the Baseline, CoArgue is more efective in sup-
porting lurkers’ motivation (H1a) and ability (H1b), plus 
improving their engagement (H1c) during the contribution 
process to the collective arguments. 

H2 Compared to the Baseline, CoArgue can help lurkers to im-

prove their confdence (H2a) on and self-perceived quality 
(H2b) of their contributions. The composed answer posts 
with CoArgue are also higher in readability (H2c), longer in 
length (H2d), and with more fruitful argumentative content 
(H2e-g). 

H3 Compared to the Baseline, CoArgue ’s visual design (H3a) 
and the interaction (H3b) are more intuitive to users. 

H4 Compared to the Baseline, CoArgue is perceived with im-

proved performance on łeasy to use” (H4a), łeasy to learn” 
(H4b), and łwilling to use again” (H4c). 

6 RESULTS 

We obtained the participants’ ratings on the motivation & ability 
support and engagement level during the collective arguments 
creation process, confdence and self-perceived quality towards the 

output writings, and the intuitiveness & usability of the interaction 
design with CoArgue and the Baseline system, respectively. All 
tests were measured with a 7-point Likert scale, with 1 being the 
most negative impression (e.g., not useful at all) and 7 being the 
most positive impression (e.g., very useful). 

We performed Wilcoxon signed-rank test [132] to assess the 
diference in the participants’ ratings and paired sample t-test [99] 
to compare their writing outcomes concerning various factors of 
the two systems. For paired sample t-test, we verifed the normality 
assumption with Shapiro-Wilk test [107] where each test variable 
received a p-value greater than 0.05. Hence, the normality assump-

tion holds. We also confrmed that there was no signifcant efect 
regarding the topic assignment and the presentation order of the 
two study conditions (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, with all � > 0.05). 
Under the current sample size, all hypotheses of H1 were accepted 
with a power level [26] greater than 0.9, while other accepted hy-
potheses achieved a power level of at least 0.75. Hence, the sample 
size was adequate for conducting the statistical tests. 

In the rest of this section, we evaluated our system from useful-
ness, the efcacy of visual and interaction designs, and the over-
all usability. We supported our fndings with statistical inference 
and supplemented it with qualitative refection from the partici-
pants. Table 4 lists the demographics of the participants. Following 
[103, 117, 123], we calculated the test statistic, p-value, and corre-
sponding efect size10 for each hypothesis (Table 5). 

6.1 System Usefulness 

We evaluate the efectiveness of CoArgue on supporting collective 
argument composition from two aspects: subjective user experience 
ratings and task outcomes. 

6.1.1 User Experience. During the interaction process, participants 
felt signifcantly more supported in terms of their motivation (� = 
223.50, � < 0.001) and ability (� = 206.5, � < 0.001) when using 
CoArgue , compared to the Baseline system; H1a and H1b were 
accepted. Moreover, they were also signifcantly more engaged in 
the contributing process with CoArgue than with the Quora-like 
baseline system (� = 260.50, � < 0.001); H1c was accepted, which 
means H1 was fully accepted. 

Overall, over half of the participants (14/24) explicitly expressed 
that CoArgue could help them create answer posts efciently, as 
they had a high-level overview of the argumentative elements, 
which made various opinions presented in the collective arguments 
easy to follow. Details of how CoArgue’s interaction design sup-
ported H1 are analyzed in Section 6.2.2. In addition, we observed a 
large variance in participants’ interaction time with the systems (10-
40 minutes). Some participants only read a few high-voted answer 
posts and felt that these discussions were comprehensive enough 
with little room for anything new, while other participants spent 
extensive eforts to compose detailed answer posts. 

10In hypothesis testing, efect size is the objective and standardized measure of the size 
of a particular efect [123]. Diferent hypothesis testing methods may choose diferent 
coefcients as efect size and have diferent thresholds for interpreting efect size. T-test 
conventional efect sizes, proposed by Cohen, are Cohens’ d with thresholds: 0.2 -< 0.5 
(small efect), 0.5 -< 0.8 (moderate efect) and >= 0.8 (large efect). For Wilcox-signed 
rank test, recommended values are (Rank-Biserial Correlation): 0.10 - < 0.3 (small 
efect), 0.30 - < 0.5 (moderate efect) and >= 0.5 (large efect) [45]. 
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Table 5: The statistical analysis of user feedback with Baseline and CoArgue, where the p-value (-: p > .100, +: .050 < p < .100, *:p 
< .050, **:p < .010, ***:p < .001) is reported. H2c-g were analyzed using paired sample t-test, while others using Wilcoxon signed 
rank test. Efect size with large or moderate magnitude is highlighted. 

Baseline CoArgue Statistics
Category Factor Hypothesis 

Mean(S.D.) Mean(S.D.) W T p-value Sig. Ef. Size 

Motivation 2.75(1.51) 5.21(1.18) 223.50 <0.001 *** 0.80 H1a acc. 
Experience Ability 3.38(1.47) 5.42(1.41) 206.50 <0.001 *** 0.81 H1b acc. 

Engagement 25.54(9.52) 37.25(5.55) 260.50 <0.001 *** 0.77 H1c acc. 

Outcome Confdent 3.88(1.65) 5.12(0.90) 163.50 0.003 ** 0.57 H2a acc. 
(Subjective) Self-perceived quality 3.38(1.53) 4.54(1.28) 128.50 0.007 ** 0.50 H2b acc. 

Readability 59.63(10.01) 63.08(9.37) 1.45 0.084 + 0.36 H2c rej. 
# Words 136.56(77.39) 158.81(76.13) 1.03 0.159 - 0.26 H2d rej. 

Outcome 
# Claims 2.31(1.08) 2.69(0.95) 0.97 0.173 - 0.24 H2e rej. 

(Objective) 
# Premises 3.62(2.06) 4.88(2.00) 2.13 0.025 * 0.53 H2f acc. 

# Claims + # Premises 5.94(2.93) 7.56(2.16) 2.06 0.029 * 0.51 H2g acc. 

Visual design 5.33(1.58) 6.08(0.83) 125.00 0.043 * 0.30 H3a acc. 
Intuitiveness 

Interactions 4.96(1.71) 5.71(1.30) 121.00 0.062 + 0.28 H3b rej. 

Easy to use 6.42(0.83) 5.50(1.47) 15.00 0.009 ** 0.47 H4a rej. 
Usability Easy to learn 6.17(1.09) 5.54(1.44) 46.00 0.075 + 0.33 H4b rej. 

Willing to use again 4.25(1.70) 5.54(1.35) 169.00 0.008 ** 0.52 H4c acc. 

6.1.2 Outcome Analysis. As shown in Table 4, nine participants 
did not compose qualifed answer posts with the Baseline system, 
while seven participants did not do so with CoArgue. Although the 
contribution rate in the CoArgue condition (17/24) was only slightly 
higher than that of the Baseline condition (15/24), the quality and 
the pattern of participants’ contributions could vary. Therefore, in 
the following part, we further inspected the answer posts written 
by participants who actually joined the collective arguments. 

Subjective Evaluation. Compared to the Baseline system, the 
participants were signifcantly more confdent about the answer 
post composed with CoArgue (� = 163.50, � = 0.003), and per-
ceived it to be of a signifcantly higher quality (� = 128.50, � = 
0.007); thus, H2a and H2b were accepted. 

Objective Evaluation. We applied paired sample t-test to eval-
uate the writings objectively, as described in section 5.3. Results 
indicated that there was no signifcant diference in the readabil-
ity (H2c) and the word count (H2d) of the participants’ contribu-
tions between the two conditions; therefore, both hypotheses were 
rejected. Yet, the participants wrote signifcantly more premises 
(� = 2.13, � = 0.025) and produced signifcantly more claims and 
premises together (� = 2.06, � = 0.029) with CoArgue; but there 
was no signifcant diference in terms of claims alone. This means 
H2f and H2g were accepted, while H2e was rejected. As such, H2 
was partially accepted. 

Contribution Paterns. Apart from the diference in the num-

ber of claims and premises produced by the participants, as shown 
in Table 5, we further analyzed the contribution patterns of the par-
ticipants by processing the resulting collective arguments (existing 
answer posts plus those created by participants) of the two systems 
and the two topics (i.e., bitcoin investment and self-driving car), 
respectively, using the claim centers clustering algorithm described 
in section 4.1.2. As the clustered claim centers did not have the 

Table 6: Statistics of the clustered claim centers with partici-
pants’ contribution (C.C. = Claim Center). 

CoArgue Baseline 

# Claim Centers of Bitcoin Investment 16 16 
# Claim Centers of Self-driving Car 13 12 

Avg. ratio of new Claims in C.C. 21.1% 18.2% 
S.D. on ratios of new Claims in C.C. 0.246 0.218 

one-to-one mapping relationship due to the diference in the partic-
ipants’ answer posts as part of the input, we analyzed the statistics 
holistically on the system level (illustrated in Table 6). We also 
calculated the ratio of new claims written by participants for each 
claim center. The average ratio of CoArgue was 2.9% higher with 
a larger S.D. than that of the Baseline system. These data might 
indicate that participants using CoArgue were likely to explore 
and contribute more to claim centers less visited by the previous 
contributors. 

Despite the signifcant results, we could see that the magnitude 
(i.e., the range of efect size of the associated tests) of improvements 
in the three aforementioned evaluation aspects has a decreasing 
trend: the user perceived support during interaction (H1a-b: large), 
subjective perception of the outcome (H2a-b: moderate to large), 
the corresponding objective evaluation (H2c-g: small to moderate). 
This fnding implied that people might feel rather motivated and 
supported during the interaction process, but the efect would be 
weakened when they subjectively assess their own outcomes and 
further depleted in their actual performance, refecting the impedi-

ments lurkers might face in changing their behavior. As pointed 
out by P24, who did not write anything in both systems, “although 
my eager to write something is somehow stronger with CoArgue [com-

pared with the Baseline], it still could not reach my threshold [to 
actually write something].” 
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6.2 Efcacy of Visual and Interaction Designs 

6.2.1 Intuitiveness. For participants, visual designs and interac-
tions of both systems were intuitive, with mean ratings around 
5-6/7 (Table 5). Compared to the Baseline, the visual designs of 
CoArgue was considered to be signifcantly more intuitive (� = 
125.00, � = 0.043) but the efect was relatively small (H3a accepted); 
the intuitiveness of its interaction was only marginally higher 
(� = 121.00, � = 0.062); H3b marginally accepted. Paralleled to the 
quantitative results, fve participants (P2-3, P5, P12, P21) explicitly 
praised that the user interface of CoArgue was simple and neat in 
design, given its functionalities. 

6.2.2 User Perceptions on Design. To further analyze which fea-
tures of CoArgue contributed to the change of lurking behavior, we 
invited participants to give their ratings (7-point Likert scale) on 
individual Views of CoArgue regarding their support on motivation, 
ability, and engagement. Figure 6 presents the results in details. 

In terms of the efect on boosting motivation, the Navigation 
View gained the most signifcant number of strongly agree and agree 
(ten in total). At the same time, the Contribution View received the 
most number of strongly agree (fve compared to one or two in other 
Views). In the post-study interview, two participants said they were 
more willing to start a new post because the CoArgue organized 
information well (Navigation View) for them (P5, P18). Another four 
participants added that the Contribution View encouraged them 
to refne their initial drafts of answer posts by showing detailed 
statistical data about their contributions (P1-2, P7-8). 

Regarding the ability support, the Navigation View received pre-
dominate approval from the participants with 21/24 strongly agree 
and agree, followed by the Answer View (15/24 and no negative 
ratings). In particular, seven participants considered the Navigation 
View and Answer View formed a great synergy to help them get 
started in writing (P1-2, P5-6, P11, P16, P22). Specifcally, they ex-
plored diferent stances in the Navigation View frst, then dived into 
the claim centers they were interested in, and later jumped to the 
original discussion threads with the corresponding argumentative 
elements highlighted in the Answer View. 

For the source of the engagement, participants who beneft from 
the synergy between the Answer View and Navigation View (as 
mentioned in the last paragraph) were likely to consider the two 
Views helpful to their engagement with CoArgue. As for the Con-
tribution View, three participants acknowledged that they gained 
self-fulfllment with this View, which eventually added to their 
engagement during the interaction with CoArgue (P6, P11, P17). 
By comparison, participants seemed to hold diverse opinions about 
the Chatbot View. We found that participants who usually enjoy 
conversing with chatbots engaged more during the interaction with 
the Chatbot View (P12, P19, P24). In contrast, those who do not like 
to have free conversations with chatbots would regard this feature 
as simply repeating some pre-defned scripts and feel bored about 
it (P5, P13, P23). 

6.3 System Usability 

Generally speaking, participants perceived CoArgue as signifcantly 
more complicated than the Baseline system (H4a and H4b rejected 
with reversed signifcance, see Table 5), but they were signifcantly 
more willing to use it again (� = 169.00, � = 0.008; H4c accepted). 

Regarding specifc dimensions of usability, CoArgue achieved a 
rating of ���� = 5.50(�� = 1.47) in easy to use and ���� = 
5.54(�� = 1.44) in easy to learn, indicating good usability with an 
average rating over 5/7 in the 7-point Likert scale, yet lower than 
the Baseline that rated as ���� = 6.42(�� = 0.83) and ���� = 
6.17(�� = 1.09) respectively. 

As expected, CoArgue with more additional features are con-
sidered signifcantly less easy to use and learn compared to the 
Baseline system. Four participants explicitly mentioned the concern 
on its learning cost (P2, P4, P16, P24), and P16 added that “the system 
is full-functioning, but some of the features are redundant [for me], 
and I do not wish to learn [all of the features]”. Nevertheless, although 
the reduced usability compared to the Baseline, most participants 
(18/24) still expressed their willingness to use CoArgue again in 
the post-study interview, which means the decline in usability was 
largely acceptable. 

7 DISCUSSION 

Lurking is a common practice in a wide range of online commu-

nities [13, 46, 51, 58, 62], and the underlying reasons are often 
complex [46, 58, 62]. Our Formative Study revealed that lurkers in 
CQA platforms face various obstacles, ranging from confdence and 
willingness to the ability to digest and write arguments. Previous 
works on either supporting CQA digestion [64], argument reading 
[49, 50], or argument writing [125, 134] only addressed one facet 
of these challenges. Our work demonstrates the efectiveness of a 
comprehensive de-lurking approach that supports CQA content di-
gestion, argument processing, and confdence building in collective 
argument writing. 

The rest of this section presents the design considerations (DCs) 
we derived from the study results for future construction of tools 
like CoArgue. We further summarized the limitations and the future 
works. 

7.1 Design Considerations 

As an overview, DC1 is related to the design of motivational support, 
while DC2 & DC3 concern ability, and fnally, DC4 is a refection 
on engagement. 

7.1.1 Provide More Timely Feedback on Users’ Contribution ( DC1). 
Despite the simplicity of the Contribution View design, by seeing 
the statistics and the highlights of their writing, the participants 
still regarded it to help motivate them to make contributions to 
collective arguments (out of 24 participants, fve rated strongly 
agree, in contrast to at most two for other Views, Figure 6). The 
participants considered that such feedback on their posts could “let 
me know how good my answer post was among the existing ones” 
(P5), supported self-fulfllment (P6, P22), and gave incentives to 
achieve “a better-looking statistic” (P11, 18). In fact, in the Formative 
Study, four participants mentioned that not receiving feedback after 
submitting the answer post is one of the critical problems of the 
mainstream CQA platforms, as it would make users feel that no one 
values their contributions. Existing works also have demonstrated 
that the timely response to messages sent by the members is critical 
to the sustainable development of the online communities [24, 53, 
54, 72]. Therefore, considering the loosely connected nature of 
the CQA communities [43, 113], prompt feedback by the system 
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Figure 6: Participants’ ratings regarding the usefulness of the four Views towards motivation, ability, and engagement. 

regarding the connection of the answer post created to existing 
posts, similar to the Contribution View of CoArgue, is a good option 
for mainstream CQA platforms to keep users motivated. Yet it is 
benefcial also to take the accuracy of algorithms to be applied into 
consideration (DC3). Moreover, P17 suggested that the feedback of 
CoArgue should focus on the writing itself, i.e., highlights of the 
argumentative elements, as “it may bring peer pressure to users with 
‘Player versus Player’ type of feedback or discourage them with the 
unsatisfactory results, especially for lurkers”. Therefore, the type of 
feedback is also worth thinking about. 

7.1.2 Provide a Holistic Summary of Existing Collective Arguments 
( DC2). From the Formative Study, we found it challenging for users 
to digest an overwhelming number of answer posts to distill the 
collective arguments. Providing a holistic overview of the existing 
contents is thus benefcial for grasping argumentative elements 
from many unstructured online discussions. Prior studies’ fndings 
inspire our Navigation View design that generating clear outlines 
is an efective way to facilitate people to process and understand 
large-scale UGC [14, 57, 104, 122]. User study Results suggested that 
CoArgue demonstrated a more robust capability of retaining user 
interest in the question thread they were reading compared to the 
Baseline condition. Moreover, nearly half of the participants (11/24) 
also acknowledged the efectiveness of the summary powered by 
Navigation View in supporting critical thinking and breaking the 
echo chamber. For instance, P22 considered the interaction with the 
Navigation View useful for continuously updating her knowledge 
of the current context, and P19 said that such a process helped her 
generate some novel insights. In brief, a holistic summary of the 
existing collective arguments allows users of CQA to develop a 

good understanding of the given topic and the current arguments 
established around it, which lays an essential foundation for further 
participation in the discussions if any. 

7.1.3 Calibrate Algorithm Accuracy in Identifying Argumentative 
Elements ( DC3). Existing research indicated that the model per-
formance of the AI systems is crucial to the success of human-AI 
collaborations [21, 110, 135]. In the post-study interview, around 
one-third of participants (9/24) explicitly mentioned their concern 
about the accuracy of the AI algorithms, which compromised their 
trust to a diferent extent during the interaction with CoArgue. Ac-
cording to the participants, it was relatively acceptable to see both 
positive and negative claim centers being classifed to the neutral 
category (P14), or simply receive inconsistent dialogue fow from 
the chatbot (P9). By contrast, mislabeling positive claim centers as 
negative or vice versa was more intolerable. Users who encountered 
such cases might have a high chance of giving up on the Navigation 
View (P3, P11, P13). The most negative impression came from sys-
tem feedback that incorrectly predicted the stance of or extracted 
wrong claims and premises from the users’ writing (P23). Users 
got extraordinarily frustrated and quit participating, feeling that 
the system would not recognize their contributions appropriately. 
In summary, user expectations towards AI accuracy of diferent 
features and in diferent usage scenarios vary greatly, which is also 
found in previous research [77, 86, 90]. Future systems designers 
like CoArgue must carefully calibrate the expected functionalities 
and the algorithm’s accuracy. 

7.1.4 Maintain User Engagement with Alternative Interactive Tech-
nologies ( DC4). Maintaining user engagement during the process is 
essential for computer-aided systems that support users in content 
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creation. [22, 44, 69]. In CoArgue, the Chatbot View provided an 
alternative way to interact with the collective arguments, especially 
when participants get bored with the Navigation View. Aligned 
with previous works on chatbot interactions [65, 70, 78, 108], par-
ticipants generally confrmed that the chatbot’s proactive behav-
iors helped maintain their involvement in the process. P3 and P19 
started chatting with the chatbot as they felt like being invited to 
the discussion, while P2 was simply curious about the chatbot and 
then found it fun to interact with. P4, P15, and P18, on the other 
hand, were impressed by the diligence of the chatbot in attempting 
to guide them to compose answer posts step by step. Despite the 
specifc reasons, the incorporation of the chatbot function indeed 
augmented and enriched the interactive experiences in CQA, en-
hancing user engagement in both reading and writing collective 
arguments. Therefore, to design tools like CoArgue, diferent forms 
of interactions can be seamlessly integrated to balance the various 
individual preferences on control and interaction efciency, aiming 
at improving user engagement without impairing usability. 

7.2 Limitations and Future Work 

Our design and studies have several limitations. First, the Chat-
bot View of CoArgue aims to facilitate the composition of answer 
posts, and the Navigation View is designed to give users an overall 
coverage of the existing stances and claims of the collective argu-
ment. Yet, as indicated by [64], users might abandon their original 
thoughts after inspecting this overview, thus being łover-guided” 
by the system. Second, our Formative Study and User Study par-
ticipants were primarily young adults (age range 20-29), and this 
skewed age distribution could introduce some bias. More experi-
ments with diverse user groups should be conducted to improve 
the accessibility and inclusiveness of CoArgue. Third, to avoid po-
tential prejudice introduced by sensitive and controversial topics, 
e.g., the overturn of Roe v. Wade, we selected technology-related 
topics (i.e., bitcoin investment and self-driving cars) from those 
mentioned by Formative Study participants as the fnal evaluation 
context of CoArgue. Apart from these topics, we would also like to 
explore the efcacy of CoArgue on less popular topics (e.g., those 
with relatively high knowledge prerequisites). In fact, we foresaw 
CoArgue’s generalizability to a wide range of CQA topics, as the 
collective arguments processing pipeline we proposed in this work 
(section 4.1) is context-independent and free of human labeling. 
Fourth, besides the objective assessment of participants’ writing 
output, we applied mostly subjective measurements to evaluate 
our system. As CoArgue should appear novel to frst-time users, 
it might infuence participants’ feedback by novelty efect. Long-
term feld studies can be conducted in future works to mitigate this 
potential bias. 

Finally, in the scope of this paper, we did not monitor the long-
term efects of CoArgue on reducing CQA users’ lurking behaviors. 
Therefore, although CoArgue demonstrated its capabilities of trig-
gering lurkers to make more contributions in the short term, it is 
still unclear if the persistent application of CoArgue could reverse 
the lurking habit of users. A few participants commented on this 
issue in the post-study interview. P3 considered CoArgue “a frst aid 
kit designed for the platform,” and thus she regarded the motivation 
support from the tool as only having a temporary impact on her. P1 

and P22 postulated that reversing their lurking habits requires more 
concrete stimulants and mechanisms. Therefore, future research 
could evaluate the endurance of CoArgue’s efects in countering 
lurking behaviors to transform CQA lurkers into frequent contribu-
tors to collective arguments permanently. Moreover, CoArgue can 
be further enhanced to expand the existing scope of interest of CQA 
users, lurkers included, in the long run. 

8 CONCLUSION 

In this work, we presented CoArgue, a proof-of-concept supporting 
tool to foster lurkers’ contribution to collective arguments of CQA 
platforms. We designed an NLP pipeline to process the collective 
arguments and an interactive interface on top based on the Forma-

tive Study results. Compared to a Quora-like Baseline interface, a 
within-subject user study demonstrated that CoArgue signifcantly 
improved CQA lurkers’ motivation, ability, and engagement in mak-

ing contributions. CoArgue also signifcantly improved the quality 
of the answer posts composed by lurkers both subjectively and 
objectively. We further summarized design considerations to guide 
future work to design lurker supporting tools like CoArgue. 
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